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CHAPTER SIXTEEN 

But I shall attempt now to derive the matter from its first 
principles. 

I reason thus: if it is true that in its imitations painting 
uses completely different means or signs than does poetry, 
namely figures and colors in space rather than articulated 
sounds in time, and if these signs must indisputably bear a 
suitable relation to the thing signified, then signs existing in 
space can express only objects whose wholes or parts coexist, 
while signs that follow one another can express only objects 
whose wholes or parts are consecutive. 

Objects or parts of objects which exist in space are called 
bodies. Accordingly, bodies with their visible properties are the 
true subjects of painting. 

Objects or parts of objects whifih follow one another are 
called actions. Accordingly, actions are the true subjects of 
poetry. 

However, bodies do not exist in space only, but also in time. 
They persist in time, and in each moment of their duration 
they may assume a different appearance or stand in a different 
combination. Each of these momentary appearances and com
binations is the result of a preceding one and can be the cause 
of a subsequent one, which means that it can be, as it were, 
the center of an action. Consequently, painting too can imitate 
actions, but only by suggestion through bodies. 

On the other hand, actions cannot exist independently, but 
must be joined to certain beings or things. Insofar as these 
beings or things are bodies, or are treated as such, poetry also 
depicts bodies, but only by suggestion through actions. 

Painting can use only a single moment of an action in its 
coexisting compositions and must therefore choose the one 
which is most suggestive and from which the preceding and 
succeeding actions are most easily comprehensible. 
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Similarly, poetry in its progressive imitations can use only 
one single property of a body. It must therefore choose that 
one which awakens the most vivid image of the body, looked 
at from the point of view under which poetry can best use it. 
From this comes the rule concerning the harmony of descrip
tive adjectives and economy in description of physical objects. 

I should put little faith in this dry chain of reasoning did 
I not find it completely confirmed by the procedure of Homer, 
or rather if it had not b^en just this procedure that led me to 
my conclusions. Only on these principles can the grand style 
of the Greek be defined and explained, and only thus can the 
proper position be assigned to the opposite style of so many 
modern poets, who attempt to rival the painter at a point 
where they must necessarily be surpassed by him. 

I find that Homer represents nothing but progressive ac
tions. He depicts bodies and single objects only when they 
contribute toward these actions, and then only by a single 
trait. No wonder, then, that where Homer paints, the artist 
finds little or nothing to do himself; and no wonder that his 
harvest can be found only where the story assembles a number 
of beautiful bodies in beautiful positions and in a setting fa
vorable to art, however sparingly the poet himself may paint 
these bodies, these positions, and this setting. If we go through 
the whole series of paintings as Caylus proposes them, one by 
one, we find that each is a proof of this remark. 

At this point I shall leave the Count, who wants to make the 
artist's palette the touchstone of the poet,* in order to analyze 
the style of Homer more closely. 

Homer, I say, generally gives only one single characteristic 
to each object. To him a ship is a black ship, or a hollow 
ship, or a fast ship, or at most a well-manned black ship. He 
goes no further than this in describing a ship. But the de
parture, the sailing away, the putting in to shore are the things 
which he combines in a detailed picture—one which the artist 
would have to break up into five or six individual pictures if 
he wanted to put the whole of it on canvas. 

Even when Homer is forced by peculiar circumstances to fix 
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our attention longer on a single object, he still does not create 
a picture which the artist could imitate with his brush. On the 
contrary! By means of countless artistic devices he places this 
single object in a series of stages, in each of which it has a 
different appearance. In the last stage the artist must wait for 
the poet in order to show us complete, what we have seen the 
poet making. For example, if Homer wants to show us Juno's 
chariot> he shows Hebe putting it together piece by piece be
fore our eyes. We see the wheels and axle, the seat, the pole, 
the traces, and the straps, not as these parts are when fitted 
together, but as they are actually being assembled by Hebe. 
It is only to the wheels that,Homer devotes more than a single 
epithet; he shows us the, eight brofize spokes, the golden rims, 
the bronze tires, the silver hubs, one by one. We might almost 
say that since there was niore than one wheel, exactly as much 
additional time had to be devoted to them in the description 
as would have been required to fasten them on separately in 
reality.^ 

"HySij 8' oxceo-cri Ooiav ySaXe Ka/imXa KvxXa, 
X<iX.K£a OKTaKvriixa, mSrjpiif &iovi afjL<j>i>i. 
rmv Tjroi xpvtxer] 'TUS A<^^ITOS, avrap wrepOiv 
\d\Ki iniararwrpa irpoaaprjpora, Oav/xa ISiaOaC 
trXrinvaJ. 8' apyvpov eUA rreplZpoiioi aix<f>or(pio9ty-
Si<f>po^ St xpv<TiOia-i Kal apyvptoicriv Ifiamv 
ivrtrarai, Soldi Se mplSpofioi avrvyit ei<rtv. 
TOV 8' apyvp€0<s pvfioi; Trikar avrap iir' axpio 
S^Tt xpvatiov KaXov ^vybv, iv 8e At«ra8m 
KaX' eySaXe, 

And when Homer wants to show us how Agamemnon was 
dressed, he has the king put on his garments, one by one, be
fore our eyes: the soft chito^n, the great cloak, the beautiful 
sandals, the sword. Now he is ready and takes up his scepter. 
We see the garments while the poet is describing the act of 
dressing; another poet would have described the garments 
themselves down to the smallest fringe, and we should have 
seen nothing of the action itself.® 

1 Iliad V. 722-751. 2 Ibid., II. 43-47. 
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FRNXOKOV S' €V8WE XITWVO, 
Kokbv vrp/artov, vtpl Se /ttyo fiaKXtro <^opos' 

TToarol 8' vvb XnrapoltTiv iSijtraTO Ka\a weStXa, 
dfi^l 8' ap &ft,0L<nv ^dXero $i<j>oi dpyvporjXov. 
£iAero 8i (TKrfitTpov -vaTpuiiov, a<f>0iTOV aiti' ® 

Here the scepter is called merely paternal and imperishable, 
just as a similar one is elsewhere described 3 merely as the 
golden-studded scepter, xpuatiots ^Aotcri ireirdpfitvov. But what 
does Homer do when wejeqilfre a more complete and accurate 
picture of this important scepter? Does" he describe the wood 
and the carved knob in addition to the golden studs? Of course 
he would do so if the description were intended for a handbook 
of heraldic art, so that at some later time an exact duplicate 
of it could be made. And I am quite certain that many a 
modern poet would have given us just such a heraldic descrip 
tion, in the naive belief that he himself had painted a picture 
because the painter can follow his description with the brush. 
But what does Homer care how far he outstrips the painter? 
Instead of an illustration he gives us the story of the scepter. 
First it is being made by Vulcan; next it glitters in the hands 
of Jupiter; now it is a symbol of the dignity of Mercury; now 
it is the martial wand of the warlike Pelops; now it is the 
shepherd's staff of the peaceful Atreus, etc. 

(TKfprrpov ixav TO piv 'Hi^atoros Ka/ie TevxtflV' 
"Hi^ato-rof pxv Stu/ce Ad Kpovlavi dvaxTi, 
avrap apa Ztvs 8«3k£ Suucroptf 'A-pytu^ovrff 
.'Ep/ufas 8i ava$ 8SK€V JliXoTri 
avrap 6 adre IltAo^ SWK' 'Arpet, irotjum Aaur 
'ATpeus 8t ffvr](TK<ov tXivev voXva'pvi ®ve<Trji, 
avrhp o aire ®vea-r' 'Ayafiepvovi Xelire <f>oprjvai, 
jroAAptrtv vi^ouroi Koi 'Apyei Travrl dvd<T(rav *' 

And so finally I know this scepter better than if a painter were 
to place it before my eyes or a second Vulcan in my very hands. I 
should not be surprised if I found that one of the ancient com
mentators on Homer had praised this passage as being the 
most perfect allegory of the origin, development, strengthen-

3 [Ibid., I. 246.] *lbid., 11. 101-108. 
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ing, and ultimate hereditary succession of royal power among 
men. I should smile, to be sure, if I were to read that the 
forger of the scepter, Vulcan, as the personification of fire, 
of that which is most important to man's preservation, repre
sented the alleviation of all those general wants which induced 
the first men to submit to a single ruler. Or if I were to read 
that the first king, a son of Time (Ztus Kpoviw), was a venerable 
patriarch who was willing to share with or even relinquish his 
power entirely to an eloquent and able man, a Mercury 
(AtoKTopta 'ApytitpovTj])* Or that the clever orator, at a time 
when the young nation was threatened by foreign enemies, 
handed over his authority to the bravest warrior (IlfXoiri 
irkr]itinr(f). And that the brave warrior, after he had subdued 
the enemy and secured the realm, could manipulate this power 
into his son's hands; who in turn, and as a peace-loving regent 
and benevolent shepherd of his people (irot/iV Ao5»'), brought 
them prosperity and superabundance, affd at whose death the 
Way was paved for the richest of his relatives (woXvapvi ©veVrj;) 
to appropriate by means of gifts and bribes, and afterwards 
to secure for his family as if it were a property he had pur
chased, that which only confiderice had bestowed before and 
merit had considered a burden rather than an honor. I should 
smile at all this, but it would strengthen my regard for the 
poet to whom so much can be attributed. But this is not my 
present concern, and I am regarding the history of the scepter 
merely as an artistic device, by means of which the poet causes 
us to linger over a single object without entering into a tiring 
description of its parts. 

Again, when Achilles swears by his scepter to avenge the 
contemptuous way in which Agamemnon treated him. Homer 
gives us the history of this scepter. We see it verdant on the 
hills; the iron divides it from the trunk, deprives it of its 
leaves and bark and renders it suitable to serve the judges of 
the people as a symbol of their godlike dignity.® 

s Ibid., IVp]. 234-259. 
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VOL fta ToSe aKtjirTpov, TO phf ovirore tftvXka Kal 5fovs 
<l>wti.,'hrtiSri xpiira rofi^v ev Sptcrm X«A<W7r«v, 
oiS' a.vaBr)\ri<TW vepl yap pa i ^oAxos cXc^e 
<f>vXXa re Koi <j>Xjoi6v vvv aire fuv via 'AxaiSv 
h> TraXayxjs <}>opiovai SiKaavoXoi, aire Oifuvrai 
ir/jos Aios etpvarai.' 

Homer was not so much concerned with describing two stafEs 
of differing shape and material, as to give us a clear image of 
the difference in power which the two staffs symbolized. The 
one the work of Vulcan; the other.-cut from the mountain
side by some unknown hand. The one an ancient possession 
of a noble house; the other destined to fit the hand of any 
who might chance to grasp it. The one wielded by a monarch 
over many islands and over all of Argos; the other held by one 
from the midst of the Greeks, to whom, with others, the 
guardianship of the laws had been entrusted. This was the 
real difference between Agamemnon and Achilles; a difference 
which Achilles himself, in spite of all his blind rage, could 
not help but acknowledge. 

But it is not only where Homer combines such further aims 
with his descriptions that he disperses the image of his object 
over a kind of history of it; he does this also where his sole 
object is to show us the picture, in order that its parts which 
in nature we find side by side may follow one another in his 
description just as naturally, and keep pace, as it were, with 
the progress of the narrative. For example, he wishes to show 
us the bow of Pandarus: a bow of horn, of such and such a 
length, well polished and tipped, on both ends with gold. 
What does he do? Does he dryly enumerate all these things, 
one after the other? Far from itl That would be to show us 
such a bow and to describe how it was to be made, but not to 
paint it. He begins with the wild goat hunt, from whose horns 
the bow Was made. Pandarus had l^in in wait for the goat in 
the rocks and had killed it. The horns were of an extraordi
nary size, and for that reason he ordered them to be made 
into a bow. The work on the bow begins, the artisan joins 

L 
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the horns together, polishes them and tips them with metal. 
And so, as I have said, we see in the poet's work the origin 
and formation of that which in the picture we can only be
hold as completed and formed.® 

To^ov ev^oov l^dXov alyo^ ^ 
aypiov, ov pd TTOT' AUTOS wo (rrepvoio 
irerprj'S eK^alvovra, SeSey/nevos ev TrpoSoKfcriv, ^ 
/3e/3\ijKei irpos crr^Oof o 8' wrio'i efiiretTe nerpr/. 
Toii Kepa eK Ke<l>a\7}i iKKoideKaStapa ire<l>VKei' 
Kat ra /xtv offKijcra? Ktpoo^oos renridv, ' 
rrdv 8' £U Atc^vas, ^pvaeijv aTedrfKe /copwVTjv.* 

If I were to set down all the examples of this sort, I should 
never finish the task. They will occur in great number to 
everyone who is familiar with his Homerr 

fUbid., IV. 105-111. 
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He drew, holding at once the grooves and ox-hide bowstring 
and brought the string against his nipple, iron to the bowstave. 
But when he had pulled the great weapon till it made a circle, 
the bow groaned, and ihe string sang high, and the arrow, 

sharp-pointed, 
leapt away, furious, to fly through the throng before it." 

(Iliad IV. 105ff., tr. Lattimore)] 

NOTES, CHAPTER SIXTEEN 

NOTE a, p. 79 

[Lessing's play on the words "palette" (der Farb[en]stein, 
literally "color-stone") and "touchstone" (der Probierstein, 
literally "testing-stone") is untranslatable, and the irony of 
the lines is unfortunately much weaker in the English version. 
The translation of Farbstein as "palette" is somewhat free, 
since the word actually means "pigment cake," or, in Lessing's 
time, the stone on which the painter prepared his colors.] 

NOTE b, p. 80 

["Then Hebe in speed set about the chariot the curved wheels 
eight-spoked and brazen, with an axle of iron both ways. 
Golden is the wheel's felly imperishable, and outside it 
is joined, a wonder to look upon, the brazen running-rim, 
and the silver naves revolve on either side of the chariot, 
whereas the car itself is lashed fast with plaiting of gold 
and silver, with double chariot rails that circle about it, 
and the pole of the chariot is of silver, to whose extremity 
Hebe made fast the golden and splendid yoke, and fastei^d 
the harness, golden and splendid, ..." 

(Iliad V. 722-31, tr. Lattimore)] 
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S NOTE C, p. 81 

[" . . . and python his tunic, 
beautiful, fresh woven, and threw the great mantle over it. 
Underneath liis shining feet he bound the fair sandals 
and across his shoulders slung the sword with the nails of silver, 
and took up ,the sceptre of his fathers, immortal forever." 

(Iliad II. 43-47, tr. Lattimore)] 

NOTE d, p. 81 

[" . . . Powerful Agamemnon 
stood up holding the sceptre Hephaistos had wrought him 

carefully. 
Hephaistos gave it to Zeus the king, the son of Kronos, 
and Zeus in turn gave it to the courier Argeiphontes, 
and Lord Hermes gave it to Pelops, driver of horses 
and Pelops again gave^it to Atreus, the shepherd of the people. 
Atreus dying left it to Thyestes of the rich flocks, 
and Thyestes left it in turn to Agamemnon to carry 
and to be lord of many islands and over all Argos." 

(Iliad II. 101-8, tr. Lattimore)] 

J ' NOTE e, p. 83 

["fn the name of this sceptre, which never again will bear leaf 
nbr 

branch, now that it has left behind the cut stump in the 
mountain^, 

nor shall it £ver blossom again, since the bronze blade stripped 
bark and leafage, and now at last the sons of the Achaians 
carry it iij their hands in state when they administer 
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the justice of Zeus. And this shall be a great oath before 
y o u :  . . . "  

(Iliad I. 234-39, tr. Lattimore)] 

NOTE f, p. 84 

["Straightway he unwrapped his bow, of the polished horn 
from 

a running wild goat he himself had shot in the chest once, 
lying in wait for the goat in a covert as it stepped down 
from the rock, and hit it in the chest so it sprawled on the 

boulders. 
The horns that grew from the goat's head were sixteen palms' 

length. 
A bowyer working on the horn then bound them together, 
smoothing them to a fair surface, and put on a golden string 

hook." 

(Iliad IV, 105-11, tr. Lattimore)] 

NOTES, CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 

NOTE a, p. 87 s 

[The two strophes which Lessing .quotes are taken from a well-
known poem. Die Alpen ("The Alps"), by Albrecht von Haller 
(1708-77). Von Haller was a Swiss botanist and physician who 
became a professor of medicine and botany at the University 
of Gottingen. From early youth he wrote poetry and con
sidered Virgil his ideal. Die Alpen, which appeared in 1732, 
betrays the influence of Thomson without, however, really 
achieving the poetic quality of the "Seasons." Von Holler, like 


